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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a light-weight, small-volume, low-power semiconductor mass
memory which will provide high reliability operation in a variety of environments. The
memory employs two new technologies:  adaptive wafer scale integration where large
numbers of memory arrays are interconnected on the wafer substrate using nonvolatile
latching circuits; and a nonvolatile charge-coupled device memory element. The
nonvolatile charge-coupled devices and peripheral circuitry are fabricated on a single
silicon substrate using metal-nitride-oxide-semiconductor (MNOS) transistor structures.
The adaptive latching circuits enable malfunctioning arrays to be replaced in situ by spare
arrays which are available on the wafer substrate through the use of error detection/
correction circuitry. The paper also describes a specification for a spaceborne mass
memory system including peripheral circuits. A memory system with a gigabit data storage
capacity (total active storage elements = 1.2 gigabits can be fabricated within 0.6 cubic
feet at an estimated weight of 26 pounds.

INTRODUCTION

The next generation spacecraft mass memory system must and can possess all of the
following characteristics:

a. Low power consumption
b. High data rate (equivalent to computer main memory)
c. High reliability
d. Nonvolatility
e. Ability to reconfigure and/or gracefully degrade
f. Fault tolerance
g. Functional modularity and expendability
h. Low weight
i. Small volume
j Low cost



This paper describes a mass memory system that will meet all of these demands. Initial
efforts have defined the technology that will support the development of a light-weight,
small volume, low power, 109-bit, semiconductor memory. This will be a highly-reliable
replacement for presently employed spaceborne magnetic tape recorders.

Two highly innovative semiconductor technologies are proposed to achieve this goal,
adaptive wafer scale integration and a nonvolatile charge-coupled memory device. These
will satisfy the immediate objective to develop a form, fit, and function cost-effective
substitute for the spaceborne magnetic tape recorder. They are seen as the next generation
solution to the ever-increasing need to process and manipulate greater amounts of data cost
effectively. One or both of these technologies are the basis for not only memory systems,
but also for computers, encryption equipment, etc. They are generally applicable to any
complex information processing and storage requirement where cost, reliability, size,
and/or weight are important.

FEATURES

Adaptive Wafer Scale Integration (AWSI) is a concept which originated in late 1971 at the
Actron Division of McDonnell Douglas Corporation. It employs metal-nitride-oxide-
semiconductor (MNOS) or other electrically alterable, nonvolatile latching circuits
(switches) processed into a semiconductor wafer to connect “arrays” of interconnected,
operable circuits (also processed into the wafer) to a bus structure deposited on the wafer
between the arrays. With this approach, AWSI can have important advantages relative to
other high density electronic circuit approaches. Such advantages potentially include:
repeated electronic reconfigurability of interconnected circuits, compatibility with a wide
variety of semiconductor processes, ability to select for yield, improved reliability, self-
healing and fault tolerance; all plus reduction in size, weight, and cost.

Figure 1 illustrates schematically the AWSI concept in contrast with conventional
integrated circuit (IC) technology. In both technologies the “chips” or “dice” (called arrays
in AWSI) are probed immediately after the completion of wafer processing to test for
operability. In conventional IC technology, those dice which do not pass the probe tests
are marked and discarded when the wafer is diced into individual chips.

In AWSI the addresses of those arrays which pass the probe test are stored in a memory.
Operable arrays which are initially desired to be used are then connected to the bus
structure by electrically activating the proper nonvolatile array switches. The remainder of
the operable arrays are reserved as spares to be connected into the bus structure as
replacements for operating arrays which subsequently may be shown by built-in tests to
have become defective.



Figure 1 also shows the great reduction in lead bonds by the use of AWSI latching
switches compared to conventional IC chip packages. Furthermore, it should be
emphasized that AWSI can permit several different types of arrays to be interconnected on
a single wafer.

The use of repeatedly alterable, electrically actuated latching switches, processed into the
wafer, provides the principal advantages of AWSI compared to other whole-wafer
technologies. With these switches:

a. Any array may be connected to, or disconnected from, the bus structure at any time;
connections include both signals and power.

b. Neither nonoperable nor nonoperating arrays draw power.

c. No special interconnect oxidation and/or metallization masks nor fusible links are
required to connect arrays to bus lines.

d. Spare operable arrays may be stored on the wafer and connected to the bus structure
whenever built-in tests reveal that one of the active arrays has failed and must be replaced.

e Reconfiguration may be achieved within limits established via the system
architecture by reconnecting arrays to the bus in different combinations.

f. Compound array structures may be configured. A macro switch and bus system
interconnects blocks of several arrays which are related via an intrablock switch and bus
structure.

g. Bus and array geometry need not be limited to rectangular configurations, but may
involve, say, a polar grid structure if such can be shown to be advantageous.

For the basic memory cell, the spacecraft mass memory uses a newly-invented nonvolatile
charge-coupled device (NVCCD). Arrays of these cells (analogous to chips) are
interconnected on a wafer via the adaptive wafer scale integration technique to form the
wafer memory module which is the basic building block of the mass memory. (These
wafer memory modules may be likened to printed circuit boards in conventional electronic
systems.) The mass memory in its preliminary design configuration will use 256 four-inch
wafers to achieve 109 bits of storage capacity. Each wafer averages a minimum usable
storage capacity of 5.0 Mbits.

The salient features of the nonvolatile CCD mass memory include small size, low power
requirements (zero standby power), and high reliability resulting from a very large



* Block 5D - Compilation, Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP), July 1975.

reduction in bonded electrical connections (compared to hybrids or PC boards) and
automatic reconfigurability which permits “self-healing” (figure 2). Typical recorder
requirements are identified in figure 3.* In addition, this memory offers an unusually low
cost-per-bit of storage capacity because of the elimination of large amounts of
manufacturing labor and material required by other approaches.

DESCRIPTION

The total mass memory system is composed of five major operational subsystems
(figure 4):

1. Memory
2. MNOS Buffer
3. RAM Buffer
4. Error detection/correction (EDAC)
5. System Controller

Memory Subsystem.   The basic component of the memory subsystem is the wafer, which
is organized into four quadrants. Each quadrant contains a full complement of memory
array blocks (MAB’s), channel controllers (CC’s), and array controllers (AC’s), (figure 5).

The memory array block consists of eight memory arrays (MA’s) and supporting circuits.
Because every memory array has an address decoder, each is randomly addressable.

The array controllers route timing and control signals to rows of MAB’s.

The channel controller routes timing and control signals for a set of AC’s.

Macrobuses are the many lines between these basic blocks and the bonding pads at the
periphery of the wafer.

Although it is feasible to provide individual bus lines for each MA, the required structure
would be space-inefficient. Figure 6 shows a layout incorporating eight MA’s in a block
structure. By arranging the arrays to form the various mirror images indicated by “F”, a
compact and manageable bus structure results. Up to eight MAB’s can be fabricated in a
single row of each quadrant and each MAB in a row can be addressed by an AC via
individual macrobus lines. An MAB measures 200 mils by 173 mils and as many as 57
MAB’s can be fabricated on each quadrant of the wafer while leaving room for the active
and spare AC’s and CC’s and the interconnect wiring. An important feature of this design
is that an MAB is functional as long as one of its MA’s functions.



Four array controllers are supplied for each row of MAB’s (three as potential spares) and
are laid out as a block. Each AC within an AC block (ACB) is wired to recognize its own
2-bit address code. This address code comes from stored memory in the channel controller
with address select timing initiated off-wafer. In operation, the CC outputs a 6-bit word;
four bits select one of the eight ACB’s in the quadrant and two bits select a particular AC
within the ACB.

Additionally, a 5-bit word provides the array pair number for that row. A 32-word by
12-bit array map within the selected AC transforms the array pair number into two 6-bit
memory array addresses. Three bits specify the MAB and three bits specify the particular
MA. In addition to the address and control circuits, each AC possesses CCD clock
generators for the MAB’s in its row. An ACB, (four AC’s), consumes 180 mils by 140
mils of wafer space.

Each wafer quadrant requires one active channel controller. Eight CC’s are provided per
quadrant to ensure a minimum of two good CC’s, one active, and one spare. Address and
control functions are similar to those provided by the AC for an MA. A 128 by 16-bit
nonvolatile NMOS-MNOS memory is used to map the AC’s. The 16-bit word provides
two 8-bit data block numbers, which are composed of a 3-bit AC address and a 5-bit array
pair number. The CC also contains a 14-bit associative decoder to identify the particular
quadrant for addressing.

The memory subsystem (wafer) architecture can be summarized as follows:

1. The basic data rate is 1 MHz for memory array operation.

2. Each NVCCD memory array is individually addressable.

3. Power is supplied only when an array is addressed.

4. Bus lines are space-efficiently designed by employing 8 MA’s in an MAL

5. Wafer quadrant channel controllers and row array controllers are used for failure
mode management and power switching.

6 Clocks are regenerated for each row of MAB’s.

 7. There are 690 kmils2 of surplus area per quadrant (3.12 x 106 mils2 available minus
2.43 x 106 mils2 used). This is more than sufficient for the peripheral interconnect pads and
0.1-inch edge margin.



8. There are 7,471,104 memory bit candidates on each 4-inch wafer. There are 57
MAB’s per quadrant, each containing eight 4k arrays providing 1,867,776 bits per
quadrant.

9. The total number of wafers provided depends upon total memory requirement and
wafer yield. Based on typical industry yield data it is estimated that the entire 109 bits the
entire 10 bits plus the required code and spare bits will be readily provided by 256 wafers.
Wafers may be readily added to the system if needed or desired.

MNOS Buffer Subsystem.  The MNOS buffer performs two functions. The buffer is
provided with dual 4k words of 72-bit capacity to match the different input/output data
rates with the fixed rate of the memory subsystem. The dual units are flip-flopped so that
one is beng unloaded at one speed, while the other is loaded at another speed. This enables
the mass memory system to accept and output data asynchronously over a large range in
rates. The second function is to reorder the outgoing data since the memory subsystem
transposes the data order between writing and reading. This function then requires no extra
time or hardware.

RAM Buffer Subsystem.  The RAM buffer interfaces between the MNOS buffer and the
error detection/correction (EDAC) subsystem. This dual 64-word by 72-bit buffer
functions as a data bit transposition unit. As data enter, they are stored 72 bits to a word
(64 data bits plus 8 code bits) one word at a time until the 64-word buffer is filled. Then
the alternate buffer is begun to be filled. Meanwhile, the first buffer is unloaded one bit
position at a time, transpositioning the bits to ensure that each bit of the 72-bit word will
be stored in a different memory array. Therefore, if any single 4k memory array should
fail, the lost data will be reconstructed by the EDAC.

Error Detection/Correction Subsystem.  The EDAC circuitry appends an eight-bit code
onto every 64 bits of incoming data to produce a 72-bit word. This EDAC code has
sufficient capability to correct any single error as well as detecting all double and many
multiple errors. Since each bit of this word is stored in a different memory array, it is most
likely that any memory failure error will be corrected as data are transferred out of the
system. The user will be unaware of the internal failure since corrected data will be
received at normal speed. The faulty memory array will be replaced by the reconfiguration
routine .

System Controller Subsystem.  The system controller coordinates the timing between the
various units in the data path. It provides built-in-test (BIT) capability as well as
reconfiguration control for the following:



1. Memory - replaces faulty MA’s, AC’s, and CC’s, with their spares on the wafer
and, if necessary, replaces entire faulty quadrants or wafers with spares.

2. MNOS Buffer - same as memory.

3. RAM Buffer - switches in spare memory chip.

4. EDAC - switches in spare logic chip.

The switching in of spare units is facilitated by extensive use of tri-state buses, power
control, and BIT between data file transfers. The system controller itself has spare modules
that are switched in when a malfunction is detected during BIT.

The entire system assembly consists of a peripheral circuits assembly and two wafer stack
assemblies. The peripheral electronics are contained on three multilayer circuit boards
approximately 5.5 x 11 inches each. The boards are assembled into the aluminum box
structure in accordion fashion. The two wafer stack assemblies are identical in
construction. Each stack consists of 65 dual wafer packages (a total of 129 individual
memory wafers). The individual parts and entire assembly are designed to withstand the
environmental demands of space vehicles. The resulting package measures 12.8 inches
long, 6.8 inches wide, and 11.5 inches high, for a total volume of 0.6 cubic foot, and it
weighs 26 pounds.

STATUS/SCHEDULE

A significant amount of progress has been made since the inception, and the pace has
accelerated as each program milestone has been successfully achieved. Following are
some of the technical accomplishments to date:

• Designed and fabricated a 4k MNOS/NMOS transistor array.

• Developed a theoretical model of the NVCCD. It verifies that the CCD approach
will work and that the CCD will accurately differentiate between a 0 and 1 state.
This structure incorporates a buried channel and a thin oxide/nitride dielectric
beneath one of three clock lines.

• Established a compatible metal gate MNOS/NMOS process.

• Successfully demonstrated suitability of the process and interconnect technique for
memory applications at the full wafer level through fabrication of the reconfigurable
memory wafer circuit.



• Demonstrated feasibility of the associative decoder.

• Successfully validated the interconnect concept.

• Successfully fabricated a functioning memory interconnected with MNOS switches
on common substrate.

• Completed initial studies of fault-tolerant architecture for microcomputers and
memory systems, with emphasis on error detection/correction, partitioning
strategies, and reconfiguration techniques.

SUMMARY

The combination of Adaptive Wafer Scale Integration (AWSI) and Nonvolatile Charge-
Coupled Device (NVCCD) provides a quantum increase in the capability to support
stringent military needs.

Reliability is dramatically increased through the AWSI technique and the ability to spare
automatically. Spares provide greater reliability than does redundancy, and require less
hardware and power. Electrical contact bonding, connectors, and soldering, which are
perennial problems, are drastically reduced.

Manufacturing Costs will be reduced significantly by the reduction of labor and material
compared to that required by other approaches, and because whole wafers are used, the
cost predictability will be enhanced.

Weight, Space, and Power requirements have been dramatically reduced. The AWSI
approach provides a large reduction in size and weight. In addition, AWSI with NVCCD
requires no standby power or selective operating power and therefore dramatically reduces
total system power needs.

Survivability has been improved throughout the total spectrum of the space environment,
including radiation.

Performance is available over a wide range of possible needs. Simplified multiplexing
provides the ability to handle extremely high data rates. The modular design approach
enables the total storage capacity to be customized for each user, with the maximum
capacity nearly unlimited.

Versatility is provided uniquely through electronic reconfiguration, either automatically or
upon command. There is high-speed selection of one functional array from many in a bus-



connected system architecture. To support this, easy identification of the status or content
of each functional array is provided. An individual array can be tested at any time after
wafer fabrication. The identity, status, or content of each array can be changed. This
provides for a very unique and extremely cost-effective capability to spare automatically
and even to adapt the system to a different architecture, and potentially, a different
mission.

Figure 1.  Adaptive Wafer Scale Integration (AWSI) Compared with
Large Scale Integration (LSI)



Figure 2.  Preliminary Specification for a 109- Bit
AWSI WVCCD Memory

Figure 3.  DMSP Recorder Requirements



Figure 4.  Memory System Organization

Figure 5.  Wafer Quadrant Layout



Figure 6.  Memory Array Block


